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CHILDREN IN NEED
TOTALS ARE IN...
On Friday, 19th November, Tupton Hall Students worked hard to
raise money for a brilliant cause - Children in Need. Students
worked within their Houses to organise fundraisers for the

UPCOMING
EVENTS:
6th - 10th December
Mock GCSE Language Orals

charity. Students attended in non-school uniform for a minimum

15th December

donation of £1.00, held bake sales, and participated in 'guess

Christmas Concert & Rehearsals

the weight' games.
The students worked exceptionally hard to fundraise, truly
adopting the Tupton Hall traits of respect, empathy, and

16th December
Year 11 Parents' Evening
21st December

cooperation. Whilst the day brought the cohort together and

A Level Prize Giving

created a fantastic atmosphere around the school, students were

23rd December - 7th January

able to raise an incredible £1535.94!

School Holidays

'TUPTONOPOLY'
IS
LAUNCHED
Tupton Hall School acknowledges
the importance of good
attendance. Many studies have
shown that higher attendance has
a direct correlation to better
grades, and after two years of
disrupted learning due to the
pandemic, keeping students in
education is more crucial than

Tuptonopoly is presented as a bright

make it into school, Mrs Pellow said;

and engaging game where 100%

"Trust us! we really do care and if

attendance earns students the

you are unwell, we have superb

chance to roll giant dice and advance

pastoral and medical staff who will

for their House.

take care of you and get you back

When asked about the success of

home if needed. In school, being busy

Tuptonopoly, Mrs Pellow said; "The
students who have had a roll of the
dice were pretty excited. There is an
opportunity to win 'on the spot'
prizes by landing on a starred space.
(these tend to be edible treats for the
whole form to share)."

ever. As such, the school is always Mrs Pellow continued; ""I've found
thinking of new ways to motivate that we have an extremely
students to arrive on time and

competitive set of students who are

attend every day that they are

also very led by their stomachs and

able to.

sweet teeth (the Heads of Houses,

Tupton Hall School's Attendance
Officer, Mrs Pellow, had an
innovative idea to track students'
attendance and reward them for
achieving 100% attendance each
week. The idea? Tuptonopoly.

too). It's a quirky adaptation of
something familiar to the students,
many hoping to land on their street
or somewhere they know."

and surrounded by your friends is the
best place for you unless your
contagious, and the day will go so
much faster."
"Parents, we are here to support you.
We all wake up some mornings and
struggle, would prefer to turn the
alarm off and go back to sleep. But
school is all about preparation for
adulthood, so we need to build some
resilience in with our children. If they
need some medication, it can be
brought in to school, ensure that
relevant forms are filled out and we
will make sure that it is kept securely
and made available appropriately.
But talk to us, keep us in the loop and

When asked what advice she would

let us educate your children by

give to a student who's struggling to

making sure that they are here."

HOUSE POINTS

IMPORTANT DATE CHANGE
Please note that GCSE Presentation Evening has been rescheduled from Monday 15th
November to Monday 28th March.
A letter has been sent home to parents and guardians with more information.

DRESS CODE AMMENDMENTS
From Monday 1st November:
Coats may be worn as students move around school, and in social areas, but they must be
removed in lessons.
Plain black or navy jumpers may be worn underneath the school blazer. The jumper is an optional
extra, however the blazer is compulsory. Hoodies are not permitted.
From Monday 10th January 2022:
Students will not be permitted to wear any facial piercings, including plastic retainers in school
(only one pair of stud earrings are allowed)
Students will not be permitted to wear false nails in school. Natural nails should be short for
health and safety reasons.
No nail varnish or nail art will be allowed
We are informing you of this change now to allow time to make any necessary arrangements.
Refusal to comply will be managed in line with our normal dress code system.

WORD OF NEXT WEEK

CONGRUENT

